Colebourne Primary School

Behaviour Policy
incl. support for children with
Social, emotional and mental health issues
*This policy should be read in conjunction with the Anti -bullying and equal opportunities policies

School Ethos:
“We value each individual child and work with parents, the community and beyond to offer diverse experiences
and support for pupils and families in a caring and safe environment. We develop children to be confident, life long learners and compassionate, respectful members of their community and the world.”

Thinking of a child as behaving badly disposes you to think of punishment. Thinking of a child as
struggling to handle something difficult encourages you to help them through their distress.
The most important aspect in children feeling valued, safe and secure is the sense of connection with the member
of staff. For most children this can be achieved by simple acknowledgement of the child and the child having the
knowledge that you have them in your mind, care about them as a person and care about what they are doing.
Strong relationships between staff and pupil s are vital. Staff must be fair and consistent with children (taking into
account individual needs) and children need to understand that the staff member is in control at all times enabling
pupils to feel safe. Equally staff must be approachable and there to help (not only there to discipline) and children
must understand this. If a member of staff is having difficulties with an individual or group of children they are
expected to seek support in order to make a positive change.
This policy is developed to ensure guidance for staff in order to promote positive behaviour in school. The
procedures and guidance in this document provides a consistent approach across the school and enables students,
parents and staff to understand our approaches to the management of behaviour in school. It is also recognised
that for some pupils, variance on these procedures will be made in order to meet any specific social, emotional,
learning or other needs which require a personalised approach; guidance for this appears in the appendix and
approaches can be discussed with the Inclusion leader or member of SLT.
General Expectations
It is important to have high expectations for our children while recognising some children have specific needs.
The following expectations cover all times of the school day and where children are representing the school out of
hours or off site:





Show respect and consideration to each other and to others, regardless of differences
Behave sensibly around school e.g. move around in a controlled manner, use appropriate language, tone
and volume when speaking
Look after and respect your own and others property
Work hard and follow i nstructions

Staff should ensure a good routines for their classroom and for when their children are around the school.
These expectation are reinforced through assemblies and interaction with children. It is everyone’s responsibility
to challenge children where these expectations are not met but equally to comment positively when they are.
Good routines should be in place for:







Start and end of day
Transition times
Lining up incl. assemblies
Getting changed for PE
Moving around the school
Break and Lunchtimes

What do we do to teach and promote positive managements of behaviour?
-

-

-

Whole School and Class Assemblies: These cover areas such as ‘Caring for Other’, ‘Anti -bullying week’,
‘How to be a good friend’, ‘Who to go to if you need help’. There is a plan for the year with themes for
each week which will include specific issues relevant to our school and community including: Racism;
Homophobia; Gender based language; Tolerance and respect; Disability awareness.
PATHS: Promoting Alternate THinking Strategies – children have 30-60mins of lessons each week which
include strategies to deal with different situations and ways to help regulate emotion s. This is taught by
the class teacher.
Whole School days/weeks: Specific focus weeks are used to bri ng certain aspect a higher profile; these
include: Respect Week; Anti Bullying Week; and Manners Week
School Curriculum including RE and a thread through themes
High focus on teachers developing positive relationships with children
Clear and consistent routines in classrooms, around the school and in the wider community
High expectations from staff about conduct in class and around the school
Clear pathways when behaviour causes a concern and positive reinforcement for good behaviour (see
appendix B: Approaches to positive recognition and classroom strategies)

What do I do if a child is showing inappropriate behaviour?
Any behaviour falls below the expectations of the school (e.g. disruption to learning, unkind or inconsiderate
actions), requires some level of intervention. The following is a pathway of what to do:

Child demonstrates
inappropriate behaviour

• Member of staff highlights the behaviour to the child and
clarifies/ reinforces expectations with them

Child continues to
demonstrate
inappropriate behaviour

• Teacher repeats expectations and makes any adjustments to
support the child (see Appendix C: Examples of classroom
approaches when dealing with behaviour).

Child continues to
demonstrate
inappropriate behaviour

• Teacher repeats expectations and makes further adjustments
(see Appendix C) to support the child. At this point a learning
mentor may be required.

Child continues to
demonstrate
inappropriate behaviour

• A learning mentor or member of senior leadership team
should be called. (A BIF may be required in order to record
details)

Remember – the strongest approach to support a child is through the relationship with the adult. At all points try
to ensure you keep a strong connection with the child having difficulties. Use positive reinforcement, as
appropriate to ensure the child knows you are still there and you recognise their effort and any chances they have
made.
At the end of the lesson (or during if appropriate) the teacher should talk with the child about the difficulties in the
lesson and agree what improvement is needed for subsequent lessons.
The evaluative judgment about the level of difficulty in the lesson should be recorded on the daily behaviour
tracking sheet.
Daily Behaviour Tracking sheet
In order to track behaviour and ensure the appropriate action is taken to reduce further disruption a daily tracking
sheet (See appendix E) is completed for the following:
-

Session 1 (AM1): Start of the day up to break time
Session 2 (AM2): After break up to dinner time
Session 3 (PM): After dinner and up to the end of the day.
Lunchtime

Class teachers are responsible for recording Sessions 1,2,3. Where children are in any groups the group teacher
should inform the class teacher of any concerns from the par ticular lesson. If a regular group is in place a separate
form may be more appropriate; this should be discussed with the inclusion leader.
Staff on duty at break time should inform the child’s class teacher of any concerns at break time and a BIF
completed where appropriate. At lunchtime a separate set of tracking sheets are kept in the first aid area and
lunchtime supervisors record any issues on these.

Judgements recorded on the class tracking sheet are either a 1, 2 or a 3:
1 (Some minor support needed – minor disruption to learning)
2 (Repeated support needed on a few occasions - disruption on a few occasions)
3 (Lots of support needed - ongoing or serious disruption)
A comment should be made on the daily tracking sheet for any 3s.
A Behaviour Incident Form (BIF) would only be completed in the case of a major incident (see appendix F) or
where an investigation was needed.
The class tracking sheets are given in once a week (Thursdays after school) and the details transferred to a central
electronic tracking system. The Inclusion team will review the data on a Friday and check in with any children
needing this, and agree with teachers any contact arrangements with parents. Any contact with parents should be
noted in the comments section of the tracking sheet. A colour code is used on the electronic tracking version to
indicate that communication with parents has occurred.
General Responses to incidents
Children have to have the opportunity to reflect on their actions and the impact this may have had on others.
Below are examples for some situations that may occur in school and the types of response that are appropriate.
Incident
Incident against another
person
Incident relating to theft,
damage to property etc

The particular activity has been
causing issues e.g. football at
break time
Child being disruptive in
lessons

Type of response
Show the person that has been affected by the child’s action that they are
sorry. This can be in the form of verbal, written, picture, or an action.
We do not force children to say sorry
Where possible – a natural reparation should be used e.g. clean graffiti off
the door, clean up the mess, pay for replacement of item.
Where this is not possible a close alternative should be used e.g. vandalism
that could not be fixed by the child – the child should then give time to
complete a site task which enables the site person to fix the problem.
Where there is a cost for replacement of an item that has been damaged this
cost may be sought from the child following discussion with the family.
Work with staff needed in order to ensure subsequent participation can be
successful. E.g. having reduced time / supervision / or not taking part in the
activity
Child remains in for some or all of the break to catch up with the work that
hasn’t been completed.
OR
The need for a discussion with teacher regarding behaviour and how to
improve this in the next session.

Concerns with a child’s behaviour
As a general principle where a class teacher has a concern about a child (one off incident or a general concern),
they should contact the child’s parent(s) to inform them of the concern and discuss what is happening in school.
This contact should be recorded on the child’s chronology. Where the teacher feels additional support or action is
required to support a child, they should contact the Inclusion team to discuss this
On at least a monthly (term time) basis, the tracking sheets will be reviewed by the inclusion team and any
children who appear to be causing concern (and whose parents have not already be spoken with) will have their
parents contacted. The child’s behaviour will then be tracked over the next period. At the end of this period the
parents should be contacted to inform them of the progress made.
If no improvement is made during the next period a formal meeting will be held between the teacher, child,
parent and a member or senior management or inclusion team. A written plan with clear targets for improvement
will be written and monitored on a weekly basis.
Regular contact should be made with parents to update them on any further issues or improvements. The child
will meet with the class teacher (and inclusion team member if needed) to discuss the issues and agree
improvements needed.

In summary:

Ongoi ng issues

Tea cher discusses issues with
Pa rents a nd child

3-4 week Monitoring period

Pa rent contacted by the cl ass
tea cher with update

If not enough improvement
ma de a face to face parents
a nd child meeting, i ncl SLT or
Incl usion team

Stra tegies agreed to aid
i mprovement (SLT)

Weekly monitoring (SLT)

SLT revi ew progress and make
a djustments. If not enough
i mprovement - wri te plans /
a dditional support as
a ppropriate. Involve parents.

Major ongoing or serious issues
In all cases where the behaviour is a significant cause for concern a Behaviour Incident Form (BIF) is completed.
This allows a record of the incident to be made and appropriate support and/or reparation to be planned for. Any
victim or perpetrator indicated on a BIF is also transferred to our behaviour tracking system i n order for us to
identify children having difficulties or becoming regular victims.
BIFs should be completed by the person initially dealing with the incident (unless the incident occurs during the
lunch break – in which it will be passed on to a learning mentor or member of the leadership team).
Staff (Teacher and TAs) should aim to deal with the incident and the reparations and only escalate this to the
leadership team if further actions are needed or an immediate response is needed and cannot be undertaken by
the member of staff dealing with it.
Where there is an incident where a child is exhibiting behaviour which becomes unmanageable or unsafe
immediate support should be sought from another member of staff, learning mentor or member of the senior
leadership team.
The Class Teacher/Phase Leader/Manager should be made aware of any incidents which have been recorded on a
BIF.
When an incident occurs, a judgment is made by the Teacher/ Phase Leader/ Member of SLT as to whether the
parents of the perpetrator(s) and/or victim(s) need to be informed, taking into account the severity of the
incident, any continuing difficulties the incident is likely to cause and the child(ren)’s history of involvement in
such incidents.
Any major incidents must be logged using the BIF form. BIFs are logged into an online tracking system which
allows us to have an overview of issues and to establish any support that needs to put in place for the child(ren).
Sometimes an incident occurs in which the member of staff feels it appr opriate for it to be recorded on a BIF, but
following investigation or an evaluation of the incident this may be logged as INFORMATION ONLY – which is
retained on file but not included in the behaviour tracking.
In a similar way to the tracking of the 1, 2 and 3s, BIFs are recorded on an online tracking system in order to
monitor incidents and make decisions of support to be made.
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Appendix I: Supporting children with Social Emotional Mental Health needs
Appendix J: Use of reasonable force and screening pupils
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Appendix L: The power to discipline beyond the school gate
Appendix M: Pupil allegations against staff
Appendix N: Specific circumstances - School trips/visits/swimming/PE:
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Appendix A: Inclusion Team
Mr. Stuart Guest (Head Teacher)
Mrs. Sue Rogers (Assistant Head Teacher – Inclusion and Safeguarding)
Mr. Mathew Green (Chair of Governors)
Mrs. S. Smart
(AHT – Inclusion and
Safeguarding)

Mrs. L. Macallister
(Learning Mentor)

Mrs. S. Duffy
(TA and Learning
Mentor)

Miss Trevina Edwards
(Family Support Worker)

Mrs. J. Larkin
(SEND TA and
Pastoral Team)

We also have a family support worker based in school 4 days a week who is able to help with a variety of
mentoring or family support. Parents can come to the regular coffee mornings or make an appointment to discuss
any concerns they have with their child or wider family issues.
Key roles and responsibilities:

All staff

Teachers

Learning
Mentors

Assistant
Headteacher
(Inclusion and
Safeguarding)

Head Teacher
Parents

Governors

Responsibilities
 All member of staff are responsible for supporting the needs of children across the
school. Where a child is seen to be having difficulties they should be treated with
respect and understanding.
 Shouting and shaming should never be used and is not tolerated at Colebourne.
 Staff will always endeavour to have private discussions with pupils in order to help
support any issues that are arising.
 Staff use the Key principles outlined in this policy to support the needs of all our
pupils.
Specific Roles
 Ensure parents are contacted when:
a child is having ongoing issues
there has been a ‘one off issue significant issue’
Where possible the teacher should do this in order to have the ongoing dialogue. On some
occasions a member of SLT or a Learning mentor will liaise with parents for significant one off
issues.
For ongoing issues, a discussion should be had with the parent(s) as to the best way to keep an
dialogue going.




















Provide specific support for children experiencing any difficulties, whether this is an
ongoing need or a short term difficult a child may be having.
Provide support in class and at break and lunchtimes
Provide 1:1 or group work to support emotional health needs and mindfulness
Run the pastoral room
Lead the ethos of this policy
Ensures the policy is implemented effectively
Ensures effective training for staff
Oversees the specific needs of pupils across the school
Provides support to staff, pupils and parents as necessary
Links with outside agencies to offer additional services
Line manager for the learning mentors
Ensures that all tracking and reporting of incidents and additional needs are up to
date
Lead the ethos of this policy
Is the only person authoris ed to exclude a child
Inform the school of any concerns (Class teacher, phase leaders, AHT, HT)
Have an open dialogue with the school
Support the school when needing to get further support
Setting down these general guidelines on policy and of reviewing the effectiveness of
this
Duty to consider parents’ representations about an exclusion

Appendix B : Break and Lunchtime systems
At lunchtimes children have access to a range of support to help them have a happy and successful break. Ever y
lunchtime children have access to:
-

Pastoral Room
Learning Mentors in the playground
Chill-out Tepee (new for Sept 2017)
Lunchtime staff
Teachers and TAs in the dinner hall having dinner with the children
Access to the AHT Inclusion and Safeguarding

If there are ongoing concerns about the behaviour of a child at dinner time the lunchtime supervisors seek support
from the class teacher in the first instance.
Lunchtime supervisors follow the overall principles in this policy in regard to dealing with children e.g. talking
politely to the children; use of wondering questions; listening to the children; use of time in not time out.
The use of ‘bans’ from certain activities should not be used e.g. bans from football. However, if what the child is
doing causes and issue then the child may be asked to leave the pitch for a short period or stand with a member of
staff to help resolve the situation. This should be for a period long enough for the child to be helped to regulate
and not as a punishment. See football case study – child A (Appendix Q)
Any immediate and significant concerns about a child must be brought to the attention of a learning mentor or
senior staff on duty.
Lunchtime recording of incidents
Class lunchtime record sheets are stored in the central first aid area.
At the end of each lunchbreak – each supervisor adds any concerns to the record sheet by recording either a 1 or 2
for the level of support needed. If a significant concern (Level 3) is raised this will be passed to a leaning mentor or
member of SLT to deal with; they will record this on a separate system and would not need recording on the
lunchtime record sheet.
Level:
Concern:

1
Some minor support on more
than one occasion

2
Needed support on a number
of occasions

Examples

Low level answering back

Low level repeated
answering back e.g. “Miss,
That’s not fair – why can’t
we…”

Shouting out in the dinner
hall
Reminder to do the right
thing

3
Significant support required /
incidents
(BIF Completed)
See BIFs section

Disruptive
Repeated Shouting out in the
dinner hall
Repeatedly, not following
instructions
General pushing and
shoving/ physical

Running off
Record on record sheet as a
Record on record sheet as a
Do not record on the record
‘1’
‘1’
sheet.
When dealing with incidents, lunchtime supervisors should follow the principles set out in this policy. If more
support is needed, help should be sought from the senior lunchtime supervisor, learning mentors on duty,
Inclusion leader of member of the senior leadership team.

End of play/dinner






The main school bell sounds and staff go out to the playground
Teachers on duty (when staff are out) raise their hands to signal to other staff on duty that it is time to
blow the whistle.
Single whistle is blown – children stand still and are quiet
After a short period, a second whistle is blown and children walk to their lines
Staff on duty remain to support children getting to their lines

If you are on duty the other adult in your class should be available to greet the class while t he member of staff
on duty remains on the playground to ensure children are walking in a calm manner to their line.

Appendix C : Approaches to positive recognition and classroom strategies
The most important aspect in children feeling valued, safe and secure is the sense of connection with the member
of staff. For most children this can be achieved by simple acknowledgement of the child and the child having the
knowledge that you have them in your mind, care about them as a person and care about what they are doing.
We can categorise positive recognition as either personal or public. We create an ethos of every child as an
individual and that all children are at different stages with their learning and development and achievement is
based on their own personal progress – not as a comparison with others.
For children with additional SEMH needs we look at the specific needs of these children to determine how we
approach the use of personal and public recognition.
The use of public positive recognition (praise, awards and rewards etc.) can, in addition to the desired positive
impact on the target children, often have negative impact on all children but especially children with additional
SEMH needs.
At Colebourne we have carefully thought about all the types of public positive recognition that are used in order to
maximise the positive impact for all pupils and minimise any potential negative associations.
We ensure that systems are not based on control through bribery or over use of rewards. Consequences are
steered towards those that are natural e.g. graffiti is cleaned up
Blanket class sanctions – e.g. whole class staying in or being held behind are not used.
The following approaches are used at Colebourne. Any additional approaches must be discussed with the Inclusion
Leader or Head Teacher. If in any doubt about any aspect of this – support must be sought from the AHT
(Inclusion) and the head teacher.
Purpose
Use of
children’s work
as an example
Classroom
praise –
public/private

To cel ebrate the child
To hel p promote
l earning
To gi ve feedback/
cel ebrate the child
To hel p promote
l earning / conduct

Stickers

To gi ve i nstant
recognition for work/
behavi our

What it looks like
Individual
Sha ri ng of work on the board
Rea ding out of child’s work.

Speci fic feedback (see feedback
pol icy)
“James, super clear reading – your
use of intonation for the characters
really helped me to understand how
they were feeling at different points
in the story.”
Sta ff gi ves stickers to child a nd s ays
why / l ea ves sticker in books.
Chi l dren have a sticker ca rd / book if
they wi sh to keep given s tickers.

Key notes
Be mi ndful of using the same child all
the ti me.

Thi s can be public or private dependant
on the ci rcumstances and the individual
needs of the children.
Be mi ndful of using the same child all
the ti me.

Keep a n eye out for children who are
not getti ng any stickers.
Chi l dren should not use this is a
compa rison to each other or ask for
s ti ckers. This will need to be explained
to the chi ldren.
Sti cker ca rds, if used should not be on
di s play.
Must not be us ed as a bride (“If you
do…. then you will get a sticker”)
or cons equence (“You would have got a
sticker if you had / hadn’t…..”)

Notes home

Encoura ges home
s chool l ink

Sta ff have note pads which should
be us ed regularly to give
pers onalised praise for children.
Thes e are s ent home with the
chi l dren.

Texts

Encoura ges home
s chool l ink

Sta ff s end texts to parents.

Ena bles the sharing of
s uccesses

Phone call

Encoura ges home

Phone call home.

Thi s is a quick and easy wa y to
communicate positive news to parents.
Us e a s and when a ppropriate (balance
of not too ma ny/ not enough)
Us eful method for when things haven’t
been going to well for a child as a way
or re-connection for the home-school
a nd child-parent relationship.
Thi s is a very powerful way to give that

home

Purpose
s chool l ink

What it looks like

Key notes
s pecial news or information and
ena bles effective relationship building
between s chool a nd home.

Weekly assembly to s hare good
work, effort a nd positive a ttitudes
a nd behavi our (1 child from each
cl a ss per week) Pa rents a re invited

Every chi ld must have the opportunity
to be i n one of these assembly
(recognise individual who this may be
difficult for or who may not want this
type of recognition – for these look at
an approach that is appropriate – liaise
with Inclusion Leader and parents)
Every chi ld will have the opportunity to
be i n one of these assemblies. Children
mus t know that at s ome point i n the
yea r they wi ll receive a star a ward.

Ena bles the sharing of
s uccesses
Achievement
Assemblies

STARS
Assemblies

To recognise the
a bi lity, progress or
qua lity of every child.
To cel ebrate the work
of a cl ass

Every ha lf term 5 children per class
Pa rents a re invited.
As s emblies for:
Rec
KS1
Y3 a nd 4
Y5 a nd 6

Mus t:
-

To i nvolve parents
As s embly a lso includes other
cel ebrations i ncl:
Sporti ng a wards
Song
performance (e.g guitars)
i ndividual cl ass
cel ebration of
work/s howing work/
da nce/ photo etc.

PATHS
compliments

Head Teacher
badges/
stickers

To provi de positive
recognition for hard
work/ ki ndness

Mos t da ys (usually 4 ti mes a week) a
chi l d i n each class i s chosen to be
the VIP for the day. Other children
a nd s taff in school give positive
comments about the child – this
gets wri tten on a scroll a nd s ent
home with the child. There is a
s pa ce for a family member to also
ma ke a comment.
Chi l d is sent/ brought to the office
to s how good work or for doing a
good thing.
A chi l d is given and badge / sticker

Governor
awards

To recognise a
pa rti cular outstanding
contri bution to school
l i fe or outstanding act
of coura ge, bravery,
mora l duty

Work on display

To recognise
chi l dren’s work and
cel ebrate all
chi l dren’s work –
rega rdless of ability

Awa rd gi ven out (usually i n the final
STAR a s sembly of the s chool year)

Group/Class
Chi l dren work on display.
Every chi ld has s ome work on
di s play (unless they have asked for it
not to be)

-

recognise the here a nd now
a chi evements
be generic in terms of
l a nguage used e.g. has
a chi eved well (ra ther than got
20 out of 20 or a certa in level)

Mus t not:
i ndicate any previ ous negative
i s sues
s pecific results that could be
us ed as a comparison to other
chi l dren
compa rison to how children
were before
i ndicate a change i n group/set

Ens ure a good mix of all pupils get the
cha nce to bri ng good work/
a chi evements.
Mus t not:
ma ke an over public
‘a nnouncement’ i n the class
be us ed as a ‘bribe’ e.g. “if its
grea t we can show i t to …”
Nomi nations from staff are s ought a t
a ny poi nt during the year.
Qui te a rare a ward.

School ethos i s to accept children work
a t di fferent l evels and that this is okay.
Must:
-

As k chi ldren i f it is okay to
di s play their work.
(Thi s ca n be done as a genera l s ta rt of
the yea r a nd/ or as a nd when work is to
be di s pl a yed.)
Must not:
i ndicate a l evel or mark

Pra i sing groups

Ma rbl e i n the
Ja r

Col l ecting in of
res ults e.g. tests

Di s plays /
Cha rts

Purpose
To promote positive
expectations a nd
behavi our e.g. “Great
yel l ow table – a ll
s ettled down to work
wel l”

What it looks like

Key notes

To promote and
cel ebrate whole class
a chi evements
(Behaviour,
performance, va lues
etc)

Sta ff or cl ass teacher a warding 1
‘ma rbl e’ to a class for collective
good behaviour (l ining up, walking
a round s chool, conduct on a tri p,
entering/leaving a ssemblies or great
work together for a l esson)

Must not be us ed to identify a ny group
or i ndivi dual who have ‘stopped’ the
cl a ss getting a ‘marble’
WHY?
Reduction in s elf-esteem a nd/or blame
from other children / child shamed.

Ca tch the cl ass i n the
moment:
“Great cooperation in
PE today – well done
– add a marble to our
jar”

At the end of each half term a
member of SLT will pop in to have a
l ook at the ja r and give a little
‘trea t’. This will be discusses with
the cl ass teacher beforehand.

Must not Be us ed as a bride (“If we
do…. then we will get a marble”)

Must not be l i nked to any aspect of
competition, points or prizes
Must not to be us ed to shame/name
the i ndividual ta bles that a ren’t.
WHY?
Some children may s truggle with
orga nisational s kills a nd need support
wi th this ra ther than be cri ticised by
peers for ‘losing’ points etc for them!

Tea chers collect i n results from
chi l dren and give out results to
chi l dren individually. Teachers
s hould emphasise that a ll l earning is
a bout individual progress and not
a bout comparing to others.
Ta rgets / progress charts should be
for the chi ld. They could be stuck i n
books or i n a separate document
a ccessible by the pupil/ teacher
onl y.

or cons equence (“You would have got a
marble if you had…..”)
There is no specific ‘amount’ that is
requi red for each class to collect.
Must not a s k children to call out results
Must not gi ve out results publically.

Must not di s play a ny charts which could
be us ed to compare i ndividual or groups
s ki lls, a bilities, achievements, ta rgets
etc.
WHY?
For chi l dren a t all levels this can
generate a ‘better than you’ a pproach
mentality or for l ower a bility a
reducti on i n self-esteem.
Focus on individuals making progress
at an individual level. Consider
personal target sheets or progress
sheets.

*The above take into account the individual needs of children and where a child has any specific needs regarding
praise and public recognition – we work with the child and family to ensure the approach is matched to the child.

Appendix D: Examples of classroom approaches when dealing with behaviour
Level:
Concern:

Teacher
response
or actions

1
Some minor support
on more than one
occasion
Re-focus child

2
Needed support on a number of
occasions

3
Significant support required

Direct an adult or give extra support (staff presence for the child/
containment)

Quiet word
Offer of support –
“You okay, do you
need anything”

Wondering question:
James, I’m wondering if sitting too close to xxx is making it difficult
for you to concentrate on your work. Come and sit here where I can
help you.”

Cue name – “Bob –
all okay?”

Distraction/ Redirection: James – please pop next door and ask and
Miss if I can borrow a xxx – Thanks.

Nip in the bud:
“James, you’re
talking and we are
working quietly in
this lesson.”

Name the need:
You’re very cross because you wanted to go in the ipad group. I can
see that is hard. Everyone will get a go this week.

What do you need options:
- Learning break
- Busy box
- Learning mentor in class
- go and see someone
- work in a different place e.g. LM room
If a child is requiring significant support in the lesson and the teacher is unable to effectively continue the learning
for the class another adult must be called for (usually Learning Mentor or member of SLT)
Involvement of Parents
Building up positive relations with parents is vital in being able to work together in supporting a child having
difficulties or where an incident has occurred.
For most children (unless there are specific safeguarding concerns) teachers should liaise directly with the parents
if they have concerns about a child’s behaviour. This should be via face to face or phone call in order to ensure
there is a dialogue about the child/ incident.
This is then logged on the pupil chronology. Depending on the child and any support work taking place – this
contact may be done via the learning mentors or member of the inclusion team.
Talking to parents at the end of the day can often be tricky or embarrassing for the child or family. Teacher should
avoid approaching parents at the school gate which can lead to the ‘walk of shame’.

Pathway of needs
Using an example of a child having some difficulties in class – these are the key considerations and actions to be
taken:
Concern
level
Description

Universal

Additional

Complex and Significant

General low level concerns or
single significant incident

Ongoing concerns

SEND / SEMH underlying
specific needs
OR
Ongoing concerns – little or
no improvements

If you don’t already know explore the history of the
child including any previous
incidents or key information
– by checking Core pupil
information, Pupil
chronology, talking to
previous staff, learning
mentors or Inclusion leader
Class teacher arranges a
meeting with parents, to
include a learning mentor.
Discuss issues and agree a
plan of action/ support
SEP completed if needed and
implemented (Possible use of
external support)

Strategy
-

(No known additional needs
incl SEMH)
Approach

If you don’t already know explore the history of the
child including any previous
incidents or key information
– by checking Core pupil
information, Pupil
chronology, talking to
previous staff, learning
mentors or Inclusion leader
Talk to the child to establish
any issues – including the use
of ‘wondering’ questions

Set and agree expectations
Class teacher contact parents
where appropriate
Regular monitoring and
discussions with child (and
parent if appropriate)
including praise for success
If not improved enough –
move to ‘additional needs’

Regular monitoring and
discussions with child (and
parent if appropriate)
including praise for success
If not improved enough –
move to ‘significant needs’

-

meeting held with:
Class teacher
Learning mentor
Any external agency
in place
AHT (Inclusion)
Parents
Child

Further support plan put in
place with clear actions and
timelines for review.

SEP written and child added
onto SEND list

Appendix E: Daily Tracking Sheet

Appendix F: Behaviour Incident Form (BIFs)

Appendix G: Minor and Major incidents list
Minor incidents might include:











Talking at inappropriate times
Mistreating school or other property eg. mishandling books, dropping litter, wasting or not taking care of
resources
Not lining up properly
Distracting other pupils e.g. pulling ‘funny’ faces, trying to attract their attention.
General behaviour around the school building e.g. Running in the corridors, talking in assemblies
Daydreaming
Not having PE kit (refer to PE leader if persistent)
Isolated shouting out e.g. an answer
Not doing sufficient work / lack of co-operation with peers
Eating in class

Major incidents might include:












*Any prejudice based comments e.g. Racist/ Homophobic/ Transphobic/ Religious/ Ageist comments
*Gender based comments e.g. “you can’t because you are a girl…”
Verbal/written e.g. swearing (in any language), making comments intended, or likely, to cause upset or
offence to someone else
Theft
Vandalism of anybody’s property, including graffiti on school books
Physical e.g. punching, kicking, pushing, pinching, hitting another person with an object
Play fighting / rough play
Exclusion of peers from games, if intended to cause upset to them
Defiance after a reasonable request has been specifically directed at the individual by an adult
Bringing in inappropriate items e.g. weapons, drugs, inappropriate images
Ongoing multiple issue in a day

*All incidents of a racist, homophobic or transphobic nature, or involving gender discrimination, are treated seriously and are dealt with
according to the age, understanding and the nature of the incident. The principles within this policy are used to explore and deal with this
situation.
BIFs are completed for these incidents and given to the school office to be added to an online tracking system specifically for these type of
incidents. The copy of the BIF is then stored in a separate file in the Inclusion office and used for tracking of incidents and o fficial reporting; this
is looked at regularly to ensure any regular victims, perpetrators or trends are identified, and support can be given as required. Parents are
always notified when these incidents occur.

Appendix H: Use of exclusions
These are only used as a last resort and where the safety or effective working of the child(ren) class/ school would
be compromised. Wherever possible the use of learning mentors, Inclusion team or SLT are utilised to deal with
any significant issues.
Internal and external exclusions are sometimes used if returning a child back into the class setting may result in
significant further disruption to their or others learning – or a significant incident has occurred which requires
immediate investigation and time for children to become regulated.
We follow the DFE guidance of: “Exclusion from maintained schools, Academies and pupil referral units in England”
2012

Appendix I: Supporting children with Social Emotional Mental Health needs
It is a primary aim of our school that every member of the school community feels valued and respected, and that
each person is treated fairly and well. We are a caring community, whose values are built on mutual trust and
respect for all. The school’s behaviour policy is therefore designed to support the way in which all members of the
school can live and work together in a supportive way. It aims to promote an en vironment where everyone feels
happy, safe and secure and able to learn.
We recognise that children may experience a range of social and emotional or medical difficulties which manifest
themselves in many ways. These may include children displaying challenging, disruptive or disturbing behaviour.
These behaviours may reflect underlying mental health difficulties, social interaction difficulties, or sensory
disorders. Other children may have attention deficit disorder, attention deficit hyperactive disorder , foetal alcohol
disorder or attachment difficulties. These children will be supported using a variety of strategies and these will be
developed with key adults within the child’s life (staff, professionals, parents) in order to best meet their needs.
We recognise that children with SEMH may exhibit behaviours which reflect a hyper or hypo state and that the
behaviour(s) comes from a place of fear, stress, low self-esteem, dysregulation or as a result of a school based
barrier to learning e.g. pitch of tas k, classroom environment. We have a duty to strive to help children to return to
a place of regulation as only then will the child be in a place to reflect on the behaviour and find ways to repair the
situation.
We also recognise that children in states of stress and dysregulation are unable to learn as effectively as those
who are in a state of regulation.
In order to effectively support children it is vital that staff are well trained and understand the potential root
causes of behaviour(s).
We also recognise the needs of children with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities and follow the policies and
procedures associated with supporting these children, including but not exhaustively, the SEND code of practise,
Equal Opportunities, Disability Act.
For effective provision for SEMH needs, all staff are trained in the following areas:
-

ADHD
Autism – level 1 (specific staff to level 2 or 3)
Adverse Childhood Experiences
Attachment
Trauma - how we track this and how we can plan for potential difficult times
Sensory
PATHS (Promoting alternative thinking strategies)
School ethos for working with children

Key principles in supporting the universal needs of all pupils:
-

All behaviour (positive or negative) is a reflection of a person’s emotional state
Understand brain development and impact of stress and fear on behaviour
Children have different ‘stress windows of tolerance’
You can’t always see the ‘trigger’
Behaviours communicate a need
Scared children can do scary things
Don’t take things personally
Negative behaviour mostly comes from an unconscious place
In times of stress children’s thinking process is distorted and confused and short term memory is
suppressed
Children who are dysregulated are unable to access the thinking part of their brain
Children without the strategies and skills need to manage their emotions need to be supported

How we support the universal needs of all pupils:
-

Use of natural consequences rather than ‘punishments’
High Structure (Strong routines and boundaries) High nurture
The use of PACE (Playfulness, Acceptance, Curiosity, Empathy)
Use wondering in order to explore the potential cause of the behaviour
Giving children time, space and support when dysregulated BEFORE attempting to deal with the
behaviour
Engaging children at an emotional level

-

Regulate our own emotions
Time in not time out?
Using staff presence to help regulate
Naming need
Empathetic Commentary
Access to learning mentors
Understand that any traumas in a child’s life can impact on behaviour

How we support children with additional SEMH needs:
In addition to the above we have package of therapeutic support for specific difficulties.
Children having difficulties are identified through members of staff, parents or other children raising a concern, or
as a result of school tracking showing that there is a change in behaviour(s).
Following the identification of a child with additional SEMH needs, we:
-

Meet with staff, child and parents to explore the issues and develop a plan or approach (A key approach
is non-judgemental listening)
Observe the child in lessons incl review of approaches to teaching, classroom environment, access to
learning and relationships

Following this, support will be given in a range of ways
Approach
Regulation times

Self-Elected
withdrawal

Anger management
groups

Sensory
Assessment
Learning Mentor
Support

What looks like
Access to:
A quiet area/member of staff
Soft play area
Pastoral Room
Physical / Sensory activities
‘Use of friends’ mental health
approach individualised books
Child can ask teacher to leave the room to
go to a specific place e.g. Inclusion office,
Learning mentor room.
NB: Child may be angry – use limited talk
or discussion. This is a strategy that has
been discussed and planned for.
1 to 1 or small group work working with
learning mentor or other support staff
trained in anger management. Looking at
specific issues for children, identifying
triggers and areas that cause stress/anger
for the child.
Use of sensory checklist
-

In class support
Transition support from
activities/ break etc
Small 1 to1 or focus groups
Daily / regular check ins
targeted support in the
playground
Pastoral room

Social and
Emotional Plans
(SEPs)

Formal written support plan written by
class teacher/ key adult / parents and
learning mentor

Individual Support
Targets

Short term targets for pupils to address a
specific issue. Written with the child and
usually reviewed at the end of each
lesson/ break.
(For some children the use of a
sticker/comment is used for each session –

Purpose
Enable children to regulate before going into
class before school/ after break/dinner etc.

Enable children to develop skills to recognise
their own dysregulation and remove
themselves from the situation.
Enables an adult to be close by and support
the child to regulate – where needed and
when the child is ready.
Support child in developing approaches to
managing these feelings.

To identify sensory needs and triggers in
order to develop provision for that child.
Provide overall support for children’s mental
health and emotional needs in order to
reduce anxiety

Identifies the emotional needs for the child
and the actions needing to be taken by
school in order to support their emotional
needs.
This approach is not suitable for all children
– especially those with more complex needs
or trauma and should only be used following
discussion with the INCLUSION Leader.

Approach

In class amended
provision

External Support
and or assessments

What looks like
this must be agreed with the Inclusion
leader before being introduced)
Busy boxes, stress balls, fidget toys, social
stories, drawing pads, self-withdrawal,
specific ‘safe’ places (e.g. tent) or other
activities specific to the child
Child working on floor rather than at a
table
A range of support:
Malachi (Emotional Health Support)
ADHD Nurse
School Nurse
Forward Thinking Birmingham (Previously
CAMHS)
Educational Psychologist
Communication and Autism Team
Child Development Centre

Purpose

To help children remain regulated in order
for them to access learning.

To provide a range of assessments and
support for more complex needs – including
individual assessment and family support.

Appendix J: Use of reasonable force and Screening pupils
As a result of our approaches to supporting the needs of children with additional needs it is very rare that the use
of force is required. If a situation does occur, staff will use every possible solution to deescalate the situation and
avoid having to resort to any physical contact in terms of managing a behaviour. Early help from a member of SLT/
Learning mentors is vital in supporting a difficult situation.
The law states that it is permissible to use reasonable force to prevent pupils committing an off ence, injuring
themselves or others, or damaging property, and to maintain good order and discipline in the classroom. This is a
last resort and will only ever be used in the most extreme circumstances.
If such actions are necessary, the actions that we take aim to use the minimum amount of force necessary for the
minimum amount of time necessary. Where physical intervention is needed, this is recorded on the Behaviour
Incident Form and must be reported immediately to the head teacher. A record of these i ncidents is kept by the
Head Teacher.
Screening and searching pupils
Taken from the Behaviour and discipline in schools - Advice for headteachers and school staff (January 2016), there
are two sets of legal provisions which enable school staff to confisc ate items from pupils:
‘The general power to discipline’ and the ‘Power to search without consent’
At Colebourne, staff may confiscate items that are of high value, deemed inappropriate, are against the school
policies or are causing an issue. Where a specific policy does not exist, the teacher should use their discretion,
whether the item is returned to the child or to the parent/guardian. Items returned to the child should usually be
returned no later than the end of that school day. If the item needs collecting by a parent/guardian the teacher
should ensure that the parent/guardian is made aware that an item has been confiscated – either through the
child or via text/phone call; where the item is of high value or deemed inappropriate, contact should be made
directly with the parent/guardian.
Staff do have the Power to search without consent for “prohibited items” including:
• knives and weapons
• alcohol
• illegal drugs
• stolen items
• tobacco and cigarette papers
• fireworks
• pornographic images
• any article that has been or is likely to be used to commit an offence , cause personal injury or damage to
property; and
• any item banned by the school rules which has been identified in the rules as an item which may be searched
for.
The legislation sets out what must be done with prohibited items found as a result of a search.

Appendix K: Governors’ statement:
As required by the guidance from the Department for Education on “Behaviour and discipline in schools Guidance for governing bodies”, the following is a statement of general principles in ‘determining measures to
promote good behaviour and discipline amongst pupils’ DFE, p2
The Colebourne Governing Body believe that children behaviour well when they feel safe and secure and
believe that behaviour is an expression of need. We strongly guide the school to develop approaches that
reflect this belief and support the pupils to develop their emotional well -being. We also expect the school
to provide effect support for pupils with difficulties.
In addition we ask school to provide clear guidance for their staff on:
a. Screening and searching pupils
b. The power to use reasonable force or make other physical contact;
c. The power to discipline beyond the school gate;
d. Pastoral care for school staff accused of misconduct; and
e. When a multi-agency assessment should be considered for pupils who display continuous disruptive
behaviour.

Appendix L: The power to discipline beyond the school gate
As a school we will respond to concerns regarding children’s behaviour outside of school which could:




have repercussions for the orderly running of the school or
poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public or
could adversely affect the reputation of the school.

Pupils, Parent’s and Staff are advised to inform school if they have any concerns. Each concern will be dealt with
based on the nature of the incident.

Appendix M: Pupil allegations against staff
We follow safeguarding and staff discipline policies in dealing with any allegations against staff.
We deal with any allegation of abuse made against a teacher or other member of staff or volunteer in a school or
college very quickly, in a fair and consistent way that provides effective protection for the child and at the same
time supports the person who is the subject of the allegation.
Where the allegation is determined to be false or malicious – additional support is offered for the pupil, family
and member of staff and advice may be sought from the local authority as to the best course of action moving
forward.
Depending on the nature and severity of the allegation a course of action will take place to ensure the continued
effective provision of learning and relationships between the child and the staff and school.
This may result in a short term exclusion in order to ensure effective plans are in place to mitigate the risk to the
school and staff.
Appendix N: Specific circumstances - School trips/visits/swimming/PE:
Following the guidance of the Equality Act 2010, we endeavour to provide all children with full access to the school
curriculum: this includes educational visits and trips .
If a child has significant difficulties where an activity may pose additional risks for that child or the safety of others
– we will work closely with staff and parents to develop a plan of support in order for the child to attend the trip
and ensure the best possible outcome for all involved. This may involve for example: additional staffing, different
modes of transport, amended visit time/structure of the visit.

Appendix O: Useful Reading
Coming soon

Appendix P: Glossary: IN DEVELOPMENT
Word
Hyper states
hypo states
Sensory needs
Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACE)
Attachment
Regulation
Dysregulation
Transphobic
Racist
Stress windows of
tolerance

Containment
Universal needs
Additional needs

Description

Appendix Q: Case Study – example: IN DEVELOPMENT
Child dysregulates when playing football – kicks someone
One off

Specific needs

Football case study – child A
For 2 consecutive weeks, Child A had been physically aggressive towards others playing football. Despite support
from LMs and AHT, Child A had initiated 2 other incidents in the playground. The child was then advised that to
take part in football for the next week, he would need extra adult supervision from a LM but this could not be for
the whole session. This was then arranged and a LM supported him for 15 minutes of football time. The child then
spent the rest of the lunchtime in the Pastoral room. This was discussed with Mum and Child A prior to football
who agreed it was the best action and was in the best interest of all the children.

Appendix R: Examples of therapeutic strategies: IN DEVELOPMENT

Strategies:
Wondering questions:
Empathetic commentary
Modelling and rehearsing approaches : “I think you are trying to say….

Strategies in action:
Behaviour
Shouting out

Answering Back
Asking in a rude way
Snatching
Child Angry
Child crying

Strategy

Approach example
“Okay, let’s try that again”
“I think you are trying to say…..”

Appendix S: Anger Iceberg
We should always aim to look beyond what we see and aim to identify what the underlying reasons are for the
‘anger’. Only then, can we hope to help the child and make more longer terms changes.

